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Mindy is a small 12 pound blonde dog who is half terrier mix and half pure diva. As far as she is concerned
the house and everything in it â€” except perhaps our bossy little tuxedo cat Squeaky Boots â€” belongs to her.
She has as many toys as the average day care center, and no matter how often I pick up they litter the floor like
a minefield. When my husband returned from his last Iraqi deployment I told him it was time to get another
dog, as our beloved little poodle had died just before he shipped out. We went down to East Lake Pet
Orphanage, where we get all our animals, and asked to see a little dog. We were told they only had one, and
she was spoken for by a woman who was coming to pick her up in a few days. I asked if we could just play
with the little dog for a while. Knowing that my husband had just returned from a war zone, they happily
agreed and put us in an empty room. When Mindy came in I knew instantly that she had to be ours. She was
hesitant and darling and wearing one of the ugliest dog dresses I had ever seen. We played with her for half an
hour, each minute making me feel ever more strongly that she was our dog. When the adoptions lady â€”
whom we had known for years â€” came back, I started negotiating, doing everything in my power to get this
dog. She was sympathetic but firm, saying that this other woman had been talking to them for over a month
about Mindy, and that there was no way we could have her. I repeated my order again. The orphanage is
exactly 4. It was the adoptions lady, her voice shaky and full of awe when she told me the woman had just
called and she had decided not to take Mindy. Oddly enough, from then until she left several years later, the
adoptions lady made sure she was never alone with me again. I heard that the incident had freaked her out
quite badly and she almost believed I was a witch. It could be a useful skill! Mindy has an unfortunately tragic
history. Someone found her stumbling along a road, so starved she was almost too weak to walk, her claws
overgrown so badly that they had punctured a couple of her pads. The worst thing was, she was judged to be
only about eight months old â€” and she was lactating. The person who found her was a good person, for they
searched for her puppies, but could never find them. He took her to East Lake, which has a wonderful medical
system for their orphans. No trace of that pathetic creature remains. Mindy is active, bossy, loving, fun â€” a
wonderful little dog. Her only failing â€” if you can call it such â€” is that she hates big dogs. When we go
walking small and medium-sized dogs rate only a bark-bark, sniff-sniff, wag-wag and then all is cool. Big
dogs â€” she goes into stealth mode. Not a sound, but suddenly she is latched onto their throats and growling
for all she is worth. The big dogs in our neighborhood know to respect her â€” as do their owners â€” and steer
clear. My personal opinion of such blatant animosity is that when she was out on her own and Heaven only
knows how she got there she saw a big dog eat her puppies. I cannot imagine anything else that could cause
such pure hatred of all big dogs. Other than that, though, there is no hatred in Mindy. She wags, she plays, she
sleeps at my feet while I work, she loves my husband and me devotedly, constantly warning us of sinister
postmen and marauding moths. I may not write about her in my books, but I cannot imagine life without her.
PS â€” Why Monkey Dog? When we pick her up to hold her, she will wrap her forelegs around our arm.
Formerly an actress and singer, a talent agent and Supervisor of Accessioning for a bio-genetic DNA testing
lab, Janis has also been editor-in-chief of two multi-magazine publishing groups as well as many other things,
including an enthusiastic amateur Egyptologist. Janis married for the first time when most of her
contemporaries were becoming grandmothers. Her husband, also an Egyptophile, even proposed in a moonlit
garden near the Pyramids of Giza. Janis and her husband live in Texas with an assortment of rescued
furbabies.
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Domestic violence and Marital rape Spousal sexual abuse is a form of domestic violence. Child sexual abuse
Child sexual abuse is a form of child abuse in which a child is abused for the sexual gratification of an adult or
older adolescent. With specific regard to addiction, a study by Reiger et al supports previous findings that
adverse life events increase sensitivity to drug rewards and bolster drug reward signaling by exposing an
association between heightened limbic response to cocaine cues. People with dementia Elderly people,
especially those with dementia, can be at risk of abuse. There were over 6, "safeguarding concerns and alerts"
at UK care homes from to These included alleged inappropriate touching and worse allegations. Offenders
were most often other residents but staff also offended. It is suspected some care homes may deliberately
overlook these offenses. Perpetrators frequently target victims who they know are unlikely to be believed.
Spouses and partners sometimes continue to pursue sexual relations, without realising they no longer have this
right, because the person with dementia can no longer consent. If a nursing home fails to do proper
background checks on an employee who subsequently abuses residents, the home can be liable for negligence.
If nursing homes fail to supervise staff or train staff to recognise signs of abuse, the home can also be liable
for negligence. Treatment for psychotic symptoms may also be involved in sexual abuse treatment.
Programmes delivered to parents were developed in the s and took the form of one-off meetings, two to three
hours long [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29]. In the last 15 years, web-based programmes have been developed.
Survivor The term survivor is sometimes used for a living victim, including victims of usually non-fatal harm,
to honor and empower the strength of an individual to heal, in particular a living victim of sexual abuse or
assault. Positions of power See also: Abusive power and control , Power harassment , and Rankism Sexual
misconduct can occur where one person uses a position of authority to compel another person to engage in an
otherwise unwanted sexual activity. For example, sexual harassment in the workplace might involve an
employee being coerced into a sexual situation out of fear of being dismissed. Sexual harassment in education
might involve a student submitting to the sexual advances of a person in authority in fear of being punished,
for example by being given a failing grade. Minorities The examples and perspective in this article deal
primarily with the United States and do not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You may improve this
article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. October Learn how and
when to remove this template message Sexual abuse is a problem in some minority communities. In , a
number of Hispanic victims were included in the settlement of a massive sexual abuse case involving the Los
Angeles archdiocese of the Catholic Church. The non-profit group was founded in by Sylvia Coleman , an
African-American sexual abuse survivor and national sexual abuse prevention expert.
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He is an author of Crime novels and series, a playwright of theatre works and a writer of Television and radio
productions. He is best known for his Mrs Pargeter novels, his much-loved Fethering series and the Charles
Paris detective crime series that revolve around a crime detective who is set out to solve many crimes in the
city but faces a lot of challenges in the job. He also did a popular TV series called Prunella Scales. Early life
and schooling Simon was born to a father who was a chartered Surveyor and a mother who was a teacher in
Worcester Park, United Kingdom on October 28, Simon began his education journey at Beacon School in
Banstead where his mother was a teacher. He took an Eleven Plus exam rather than the popular Common
Entrance. Fortunately, he got a direct grant to Dulwich college. Simon later on in would move on from
Dulwich to Wadham College on a Major Scholarship in History which he would later leave for English. He
then passed with a First class Honours in English in Simon spent lots of his college time doing theatre works
and on his final year, was the president of the Oxford University Dramatic society. Apart from acting, Simon
wrote and directed revues. In and , he was part of the Oxford late-night show crew on the Fringe of the
Edinburgh Festival. It was in when he directed a captivating show that won the interest of BBC earning him an
enviable position as a Trainee Light Entertainment Producer. This started his career in Television and radio
productions. The writing career As a trainee, he produced music programs, sketch shows, panel games,
anthologies and light drama. He was also to manage the BBC machinery while at work. It was while on this
job that he got the idea of doing crime fiction. He wrote about an actor detective and his manuscript was
picked up thereby getting his Charles Paris novel, Cast in Order of Appearance published in He however did
not stay to the very last end of the episodes since he moved on to London Weekend Television to do similar
tasks. Work at London Weekend was not very eventful. He did not last long at London Weekend Television
since he had already started feeling that his writing could pay him off and therefore stop doing an eight to five
job. Currently, apart from his novels, series and television productions, Simon Brett does write for theatre. His
ever humorous stage plays, Silhoutte and Murder in Play are usually produced by amdrams. Five of his many
pantomimes have already been performed at The Theatre in Chipping Norton. He is also in the habit of writing
a stage play for the Arundel Festival. He became the president of the Detection Club in His list of non-fiction
material include: He is the editor of the Detection collection Synopsis of Earlier works A Shock to the
System: The main character in this mystery book is a Mr. His ambitious nature has brought him success n his
profession. He gets shocked when passed over for promotion by a colleague but he is to get more shocked
when he is implicated for murder. Cast in Order of Appearance It is a detective series that revolves around
deaths and comedy. Marius Steen , a theatrical tycoon is killed. Bill Sweet, a shady blackmailer is also killed.
All these crimes await Charles Paris, rather confused character who moves from women to booze to solve.
Lucy was a studio manager on many programs that Simon Brett was working on. Their children are Sophie ,
Alastair and Jack They also have two grandchildren from Sophie and her husband Jeremy. Other Pastimes
When Simon is not doing his writing jobs, he is most probably reading, going to watch theatre stage plays or
doing the The Times crossword. He also loves playing Tennis on the court at Petworth House. Jack Reacher is
back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in.
Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves
him wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with
Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one
missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal
Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the
Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. He can speak many languages including Farsi, and initially worked
for the CIA before deciding to go the route of an author.
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First of all, I spent so many years attached to academic schedules as a student, a university faculty member,
and wife of a professor that I tend to think of January as the middle of the year. More importantly, resolutions
are usually too big, too rehashed, and too vaguely framed. Yes, I make spreadsheets for everything -- running
and long-distance walking goals, writing goals, whatever. Still, I do like to mark the end of each year with a
look back. Writing, as most of you know, is central to my life and my identity. Catwalk, my third Animals in
Focus mystery , launched in October. Please also note - this essay was declined by seven other magazines in I
had three essays and three poems published in literary magazines. I received twenty rejections from literary
magazines for essays and poems. I have another novel, several essays and poems, and a memoir in progress,
and more ideas cooking. I taught several writing classes and mentored two writers privately over the past year.
I love teaching, both for whatever little help I can give an aspiring writer and for the many things I always
learn from the experience. Without life at large, of course, the only thing I would have to write about would be
me, me, me, and even I would get bored with that limited subject matter, so I do make an effort to live away
from the page. Adventure and joy and beauty are essential, and sadness, too, plays a part. Some "life"
highlights from include We said farewell to a number of the Australian Shepherd puppies we bred - they were
all around 13 years old, and they had wonderful lives with their people, but every one of them was still "our
puppy. There was more, of course. That was another thing I enjoyed in - starting this blog. If you have a little
time, scroll back through some of the terrific posts by terrific authors who have shared the journey! Sheila
Webster Boneham is an award-winning writer who writes across genres and interacts across species. She is the
author of the best-selling Animals in Focus mystery series from Midnight Ink and of seventeen nonfiction
books, including Rescue Matters: Sheila also writes creative nonfiction, literary fiction, and poems, and she
teaches writing classes and offers individual mentoring for aspiring writers. Find her online at www.
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Zoophilia in art. Pornography involving sex with animals is widely
illegal, even in most countries where bestiality itself is not explicitly outlawed. Production and mere
possession appears to be legal, however. Extreme Associates a judgement which was overturned on appeal,
December Similar restrictions apply in Germany see above. In New Zealand the possession, making or
distribution of material promoting bestiality is illegal. The potential use of media for pornographic movies was
seen from the start of the era of silent film. Polissons and Galipettes re-released as " The Good Old Naughty
Days " is a collection of early French silent films for brothel use, including some animal pornography, dating
from around â€” Material featuring sex with animals is widely available on the Internet, due to its ease of
production. Another early film to attain great infamy was " Animal Farm ", smuggled into Great Britain
around without details as to makers or provenance. Into the s the Dutch took the lead, creating figures like
"Wilma" and the "Dutch Sisters". Many Hungarian mainstream performers also appeared anonymously in
animal pornography in their early careers. For example, Suzy Spark. While primarily underground, there are a
number of animal pornography actresses who specialize in bestiality movies. In the UK Section 63 of the
Criminal Justice and Immigration Act criminalises possession of realistic pornographic images depicting sex
with animals see extreme pornography , including fake images and simulated acts, as well as images depicting
sex with dead animals, where no crime has taken place in the production. The law provides for sentences of up
to two years in prison; a sentence of 12 months was handed down in one case in Health and safety Main
article: Zoonosis Infections that are transmitted from animals to humans are called zoonoses. Some zoonoses
may be transferred through casual contact, but others are much more readily transferred by activities that
expose humans to the semen , vaginal fluids, urine , saliva , feces and blood of animals. Examples of zoonoses
are Brucellosis , Q fever , leptospirosis , and toxocariasis. Therefore, sexual activity with animals is, in some
instances, a high risk activity. Allergic reactions to animal semen may occur, including anaphylaxis. Bites and
other trauma from penetration or trampling may occur. Zoophiles Non-sexual zoophilia The love of animals is
not necessarily sexual in nature. In psychology and sociology the word "zoophilia" is sometimes used without
sexual implications. Being fond of animals in general, or as pets, is accepted in Western society, and is usually
respected or tolerated. However, the word zoophilia is used to mean a sexual preference towards animals,
which makes it [] a paraphilia. Some zoophiles may not act on their sexual attraction to animals. People who
identify as zoophiles may feel their love for animals is romantic rather than purely sexual, and say this makes
them different from those committing entirely sexually motivated acts of bestiality. An online survey which
recruited participants over the internet concluded that prior to the arrival of widespread computer networking ,
most zoophiles would not have known other zoophiles, and for the most part, zoophiles engaged in bestiality
secretly, or told only trusted friends, family or partners. The internet and its predecessors made people able to
search for information on topics which were not otherwise easily accessible and to communicate with relative
safety and anonymity. Because of the diary-like intimacy of blogs and the anonymity of the internet, zoophiles
had the ideal opportunity to "openly" express their sexuality. These groups rapidly drew together zoophiles,
some of whom also created personal and social websites and internet forums. By around â€”, the wide social
net had evolved. Further, while the farm boys Kinsey researched might have been part of a rural culture in
which sex with animals was a part, the sex itself did not define the community. The zoophile community is not
known to be particularly large compared to other subcultures which make use of the internet, so Weinberg and
Williams surmised its aims and beliefs would likely change little as it grew. Those particularly active on the
internet may not be aware of a wider subculture, as there is not much of a wider subculture[ clarification
needed ], Weinberg and Williams felt the virtual zoophile group would lead the development of the
subculture. Such work is often undertaken as needed by individuals and friends, within social networks, and
by word of mouth. One notable early attempt at creating a zoophile support structure focused on social and
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psychological support was the newsgroup soc. It was an extension of my affection for the dog and of my
discovery of sex. I wanted to make him feel good. Because of its controversial nature, people have developed
arguments both for [] and against [] zoophilia. Arguments for and against zoosexual activity from a variety of
sources, including religious, moral, ethical, psychological, medical and social. Arguments against bestiality
Bestiality is seen by the government of the United Kingdom as profoundly disturbed behavior as indicated by
the UK Home Office review on sexual offences in Beetz argues that animals might be traumatized even by a
non-violent, sexual approach from a human; [] however, Beetz also says that in some cases, non-abusive
bestiality can be reciprocally pleasurable for both the human and non-human animal. The HSUS takes the
position that all sexual activity between humans and animals is abusive, whether it involves physical injury or
not. Frank Ascione stated that "bestiality may be considered abusive even in cases when physical harm to an
animal does not occur. Some defenders of bestiality argue that the issue of sexual consent is irrelevant because
many legal human practices such as semen collection , artificial insemination , hunting, laboratory testing ,
and slaughtering animals for meat do not involve the consent of the animal. Such procedures are probably
more disturbing physically and psychologically than acts of zoophilia would be, yet the issue of consent on the
part of the animal is never raised in the discussion of such procedures. Most people can tell if an animal does
not like how it is being petted, because it will move away. An animal that is liking being petted pushes against
the hand, and seems to enjoy it. To those defending bestiality this is seen as a way in which animals give
consent, or the fact that a dog might wag its tail. In the article "Heavy Petting," [] Singer argues that zoosexual
activity need not be abusive, and that relationships could form which were mutually enjoyed. Many even
consider themselves to be animal welfare advocates in addition to zoophiles. Often sexual matters are the
subject of legal or regulatory requirement. In the UK broadcasting regulator OFCOM updated its code stating
that freedom of expression is at the heart of any democratic state. Adult audiences should be informed as to
what they will be viewing or hearing, and the young, who cannot make a fully informed choice for themselves,
should be protected. Hence a watershed and other precautions were set up for explicit sexual material, to
protect young people. Zoophile activity and other sexual matters may be discussed, but only in an appropriate
context and manner.
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Kristin Baver Kristin Baver is a journalist who loved science fiction before she could even write her own
name. Seriously, she was a card-carrying member of the Star Wars Fan Club when she had no other real
reason to own a wallet. Now she gets paid to pen stories and book reviews, interview fellow fans, writers, and
other interesting people, and aspires to one day craft a Boushh disguise and join the ranks of the st Legion. But
in Star Wars: So to me, Star Wars has come to mean inclusiveness and hope for a better future. As I learned
more about her, I found that she was wise while also ready to kick Imperial butt when she needed to, proving
to be more than just cute and fuzzy. So in my piece I wanted to show her being fierce but clever â€” an Ewok
to be reckoned with! The women in Star Wars are complex: Star Wars shows us that women can be the hero,
and that will always be important. I illustrated her free of her chains, looking back at the viewer before
ascending stairs into the light. I wanted to give her a quiet and powerful moment in the pages of Women of the
Galaxy, so that readers could see Oola as Oola. The women of Star Wars are incredibly important as symbols
of diversity and representation in a universe loved by so many. Growing up, there was only one major Star
Wars woman to look up toâ€¦When we would play as kids, all the girls would fight over who got to be Leia,
but the boys had so many choices, on both sides of the Force. Now, there are so many choices, so many
multifaceted, different female characters for young girls to see themselves in and be inspired by. When I was
younger, I loved the adventure, the cool and funny characters, the music, and the entertaining story [of Star
Wars]. There is nostalgia for things I loved as a little girl that now as an adult are mixed with appreciation for
this expanding universe and all of these new stories being told. As an adult, watching characters age and grow
is personally so rewarding and I find new ways to relate. As an artist, there is just so much beauty and
inspiration that I am constantly attracted to Star Wars and trying to capture it in my own style and with my
own viewpoint. With Rose, I was thinking about her relationship with her sister; how they were so close, how
she barely had time to mourn her, how strong she was to push on and fight for what she believed in despite the
grief she was feeling. That everyone has a role to play in the good guys prevailing, there is always room for
hope. Also laser swords are cool. Mon Mothma was this incredible matriarch and graceful leader, but also
when she spoke â€” people paid attention. Strong female characters in Star Wars come in all shapes, sizes,
ages, and sometimes species! Our fiction should reflect the values of our realities. All types of kids need to see
that they too can daydream and fantasize about being Jedis and pilots, a member of the Resistance or even the
Sith. Imagination is for all. Associate Editor Kristin Baver is a writer and all-around sci-fi nerd who always
has just one more question in an inexhaustible list of curiosities. Books , Star Wars: Women of the Galaxy
Kristin Baver Kristin Baver is a journalist who loved science fiction before she could even write her own
name.
Chapter 7 : Oola Unchained and Other Illustrations from Women of the Galaxy | blog.quintoapp.com
Read "Crime Writers and Other Animals" by Simon Brett with Rakuten Kobo. In this collection of ten short stories, each
with a surprising twist, Simon Brett covers all seven of the deadly sins.

Chapter 8 : Sell, Buy or Rent Crime Writers and Other Animals online
Acknowledged author Simon Brett wrote Crime Writers and Other Animals comprising pages back in Textbook and
etextbook are published under ISBN and Since then Crime Writers and Other Animals textbook was available to sell
back to BooksRun online for the top buyback price or rent at the marketplace.
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Read Crime Writers and Other Animals by Simon Brett by Simon Brett by Simon Brett for free with a 30 day free trial.
Read eBook on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android In this collection of ten short stories, each with a surprising twist,
Simon Brett covers all seven of the deadly sins, with supremely entertaining results.
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